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DesignSpark PCB
DesignSpark PCB Pro is an advanced software product from the 
award winning RS Components DesignSpark range. It is optimally 
designed to run on any standard PC hardware running Microsoft 
Windows. It enables engineers to easily perform schematic capture 
and circuit layout under one environment with exports available to 
generate industry standard manufacturing files.

DesignSpark PCB Pro also provides a seamless upgrade path from 
the free-of-charge DesignSpark PCB, when your designs require 
more advanced features detailed below.

Hierarchical Schematic Design: Hierarchical Building Blocks will help 
create multi sheet schematic designs that are more readable and 
manageable (see image 1).
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Panel Editor: Combine individual or multiple PCB designs into one 
standard panel in the Panel Editor (see image 2 above) to create 
a single plot of the same or different designs. Alongside Variant 
Manager, TestLands and Mechanical dimensioning, DesignSpark 
PCB Pro will help you prepare your design for serial manufacturing 
and tests for a global market.

Advanced Autorouter: The Trace-Router is superior to DSPCB’s 
autorouter due to its highly efficient use of available board space 
with gridless routing and intelligent navigation of obstacles (see 
image 3). It produces results matching the quality and care of hand 
routing for all types of designs, and is ideal for surface-mount and 
mixed technology PCBs. 

Blind and buried vias: Using vias help you save board space while 
adding more functionality to complex and high-density PCBs.

Be part of the DesignSpark Community: Our website is highly 
informative with FAQs, a widely participated user forum, technical 
information and access to support with our dedicated and 
knowledgeable support team.

Main Features DSPCB  
(free version)

DSPCB 
PRO

Multi-sheets schematic design

Multilayer PCB design editor

Bill of Material dialog/editor

Design rules checker

Gerber files output editor

3D view for PCB design

Export to Mechanical Design Software

Export to simulation software (Spice)

Autorouter

Library editor & manager

Design rules editor

Power/Split power planes

Dual screen support

Blind and buried vias

Cross hatch copper pours

Advanced routing modes

Mechanical dimensions

Define ‘routing areas’ for autoroute

Trunk routing for differential pairs and buses

Teardrops, bullets and asymmetrical pad shapes

Hierarchical schematic design

PCB Stack up manager and display

Variant manager

PCB Panel editor

Testlands

Barcode and bitmap placement

PCB reverse view and reverse layer order

* Enhanced number of options available 
** Advanced Autorouter
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For more information visit  
rs-online.com/designspark/pcb-pro-software

https://www.rs-online.com/designspark/pcb-pro-software
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System Requirements

The table below shows the hardware requirements. 
It should be said that this product will run pretty much on any off-
the-shelf PC available in most computer stores.

Recommendation:

Processor Pentium i5 or better, such as i7

RAM 2048MB or more

Hard disk space 700Mb for product

Operating System Windows 10

Graphics Better than 1024x768

Mouse Wheel Mouse

Internet A stable internet connection for 
licensing, accessing the online PCB Part 
library and periodic service updates.

*  Apple macOS and Linux are not supported. All supported 
operating systems are supported in both 32 and 64 bit formats. 
Please visit our website for the latest news on supported 
operating systems.

Service in Detail

The following service scope applies unless otherwise specified 
in the product-specific Technical Appendix for the respective 
software product:

Technical Support: Technical support covers basic troubleshooting 
guidance, error diagnostics for customer reported usage issues 
and the provision of potential initial workaround via email or 
helpdesk ticket. Technical support is delivered remotely.

Service Updates: Service Updates refer to software corrections and 
patches aimed at eliminating faults and optimising performance 
within the current major version. These can be individual 
patches, patch packages, hotfixes or corrective minor versions. 
Any necessary specific information is included in the Technical 
Appendix for the respective software product. Service updates are 
included for 12 months with every purchase of a perpetual licence. 

About Us

DesignSpark is a community-driven platform with a collection 
of software design solutions and backup knowledge base. This 
supports engineers accelerate their design process with reliable 
proven product libraries, fast and easy-to-use products with error-
free manufacturing at the final stage. 

As DesignSpark members, engineers have access to free 
software, comprehensive CAD libraries, technology discovery and 
community support. DesignSpark is powered by engineers from 
every corner of the globe, bringing together engineers, students, 
start-up companies with limited funds through to the largest 
businesses and corporations.
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